COALITION OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS OF CIVIL SOCIETY IN THE
ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR, HUMAN AND LAND RIGHTS.
N°/Réf : 12/COALITION/2020

May 26, 2020
Copy for information:
- His Excellency the Governor of the Province of
North Kivu;
- His Excellency the Provincial Minister of the
Environment, Nature Conservation and Tourism;
- His Excellency the Provincial Minister of the
Interior of North Kivu;
- Provincial Director of ICCN and Site Manager of
PNVi;
- Provincial Commissioner of the Congolese
National Police of North Kivu;
- Mr. Provincial Director of the ANR;
- The Head of the Environment and Sustainable
Development Division ;
- The Head of Office of MONUSCO;
- Provincial President of Civil Society of North Kivu.
All in Goma
- Mr. Administrators of Rutshuru Territory;
- Territorial Commissioner of the PNC territory of
Rusthuru;
- The Head of community chiefdom of Bwisha;
- To the Head of Service of the ANR territory of
Rutshuru;
- To the Head of Department of Environment and
Sustainable Development of Rutshuru Territory
- Gentlemen of the BUKOMA and BINZA
Groupings;
- Mr. Delegate State Official of the Nyamilima
agglomeration;
- Mr. President of the civil society of the Rutshuru
Territory.
All at Rutshuru
- To the media representatives of North Kivu.

Concerns:Controversial remarks by certain
parliamentarians, relating to the management of the
PNVi.

To the Honorable President of the Provincial
Assembly of North Kivu in Goma,

Honorable President,
We, the civil society organizations of the environmental, land and human rights sector in North
Kivu and Ituri, have the honour to address your august personality to express our deep concern
about the above-mentioned object.
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Indeed, as you know, the Virunga National Park has for more than two decades been going
through a period characterized by various threats due not only to the activism of armed
groups but also to the pressure exerted by local communities on natural resources, a
phenomenon resulting from bad propaganda on the part of certain leaders who are not well
positioned.

Faced with this last problem, it is inconceivable that some opinion leaders, including
parliamentarians, would support, for undisclosed reasons, the invasion of the Virunga National
Park area by farmers under the pretext that the population has increased.
At this rate we fear that in the near future, this park may be downgraded to satisfy selfish
interests but with multiple, unpredictable and uncontrollable consequences.
Can the elected representatives convince the public that there is no more arable land in our
environment outside this protected area in the territories of RUTSHURU, WALIKALE, MASISI,
LUBERO, BENI, etc.?
It is well known that the lands of the VINP originally belonged to the 12 customary chiefs
before being erected as a protected area for noble reasons known to all, including the
protection of a rare and endemic species, the Mountain Gorillas. It should be noted that as
compensation, the landowners were granted the right to fish on Lake Edouard, which is an
integral part of the Virunga National Park.

Today, this protected area enjoys an

unprecedented authority on several levels:
- Socio-economic with fisheries, tourism potential and recently several projects initiated by
Virunga Development;
- Ecological: the regulating role of the global climate by this park is today undeniable,
thanks to its forest ecosystems and its imposing hydrographic network.
We also recall that fishing activities have deteriorated due to certain demagogic leaders who
have endorsed the anarchy that has led to illegal fishing accompanied by a drastic decline in
the fish stock of Lake Edouard.

This has pushed the Congolese fishermen into deficiency

forcing them to violate Ugandan territorial waters even though we have 75% of the surface
exploited in common.

What a paradox!

This is why, to militate for its destruction would be fatal for the future of all humanity.
Sometimes we may want to solve a problem to create a more complex one.
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Honorable President,
The participatory demarcation of the boundaries of the Virunga National Park has already
been initiated by the Institut Congolais pour la Conservation de la Nature, despite some
difficulties noted here and there. This is what justified the field visit of a joint conciliation
commission recently in BINZA composed of provincial and national elected officials, delegates
from the Ministry of the Environment and civil society. Paradoxically, some leaders are said to
be blowing hot and cold with the aim of sabotaging the participatory demarcation process
already under way.

We believe that the parliamentarians who are bitterly opposed to the current mode of
management of the PNVI and whose mission is to legislate should seize the opportunity to
update the legal texts on the subject and guide the communities in development and
entrepreneurship projects.
In the specific case in the territory of RUTSHURU, the commission recently visited NYAMILIMA
should deliver the conclusions of the consultations to the public opinion while proposing
alternatives that put everyone in agreement, which is not yet done.
Apparently the concept of sustainable development which is topical in this 21st century is not
yet internalized by some of our opinion leaders who seem to live only in the present. Such is
the case of the oil exploitation project supported by some leaders who have forgotten that the
development of sustainable tourism is the best guarantee for the future of future generations.
Furthermore, in this post-conflict region that still has the after-effects of violence, it would
therefore be irresponsible to make statements in the media that could rekindle the resentment
of local communities towards ICCN and its Agents.
Honourable Chairman,
Do you know that these fields in the PNVi are not granted for free; where does the money
from the illegal taxes that the peasants pay to access these fields in the PNVi go? We know
that there are illegal committees that collect money and chores from the communities that
cultivate in the PNVi;
Isn't this money being used for self-financing of certain armed groups and therefore contributes
to the persistence of insecurity! On this subject we have evidence capable of being transmitted
to whom it may concern or published in the media to fix the opinion on the reasons for the
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persistence of this stubbornness on the part of these leaders who swear by the
decommissioning of the Park Virunga National;
Honorable President,
We denounce this controversial attitude of some parliamentarians who instead of conducting a
good advocacy for the development of their entities as is the case for some for the
maintenance of roads in the Territories of Walikale, Lubero, Rutshuru, Masisi, activate to swim
against the current with the risk of compromising the development projects already initiated by
the managers of the Virunga National Park.
To conclude, we make the following recommendations:
1. Conduct a field investigation in order to absorb the existing real situation;
2. Restore the resolutions agreed upon during the visit of the ad hoc committee to
Nyamilima;
3. Promote a culture of debate with civil society actors, parliamentarians and PNVI
managers;
Please accept, Honorable President, the assurance of our patriotic feelings.
The petitioners :
Non.

SYMBOLE DES ONG

LOGO

CONTACT
(E-mail et téléphone)

01

SJDDH

synergie2jeunes@gmail.com,
+243995878168

02

MAIDENI

maideniasbl@gmail.com
(+243)997289597 et
(243)0810896605710

03

04

SEPD

sepdrdc@gmail.com

VESF

Vesfrdc2014@gmail.com,
jeannotmakalikali@gmail.com
+243993182742

05

FOCODER
06

SORADEC

rcgwalikale@googlemail.com
+243999209704

soradec@yahoo.fr
+2439 97842594
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idpe_kc@yahoo.fr;
0997704042

07
IDPE

08

UFAREP

ufarep_asbl@yahoo.fr
+2439 98734140

09

ACEDH

acedhalerte@gmail.com+243978225086

SVAN

svanature@gmail.com
+243997143630

10

11

chercheursdesalternatives@gmail.com;
FGCA
+243 995693270
FORED

ongfored@gmail.com;

12

13

+243 824632835,

justiceplus@rocketmail.com

JUSTICE-PLUS / JP

+243 992997693,

clubamienvironnement @ g mail.com

14

CAE

15

AMALUT

16

PAXDEI
ORGANISATION NON
Gouvernementale DU DROIT
HOMMEEN / ITURI

+243 815017676
Raciw.modestine@gmail.com
+243 821538659

Naguy71@yahoo.com
+ 243 812187534

GAD

gadactionrdc@gmail.com
+ 243 997090964

17

+ 243 815439474

18

AFM

AFM
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19

ACOVEF

+243 919 290 127

20

AHDD (Action humanitaire pour le
développement durable)

+243 810 788 174

21

ENFANTS DE DÉTRESSE HARITY

+243 810 300 754

22

ORGANISATSION SANTÉ ET
DÉVELOPPEMENT

+243 824 807 578

23

ONFEC

24

PROGRAMME D'ACTION POUR
LA COMMUNAUTÉ DE
DÉVELOPPEMENT

+243 811 456 775

25

WPP
(PROTECTION MONDIALE DE
LA PAIX)

+243818524860
worldpeaceprotection@gmail.com
www.worldpeaceprotection.org,

26

BUREAU DE DÉVELOPPEMENT
COMMUNAUTAIRE

243 817 550 551

BDC

+243997745529
henrybahigwa@yahoo.fr
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